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Name:

SHREYANSH MOHAN

Batch:

Civil Engineering (2008-12)

Placed in:

IRS(Indian Revenue Services), 2015 Batch
Assistant Commissioner, Mumbai

My greetings to you all, especially to those who are associated with this renowned place of
learning. I joined KIET in the starting of monsoon of year 2008. Interestingly it was the first
batch of civil engineering in KIET. Everybody was having his apprehensions whether even
basic facilities could be maintained for running entire batch. That too of a branch like Civil
which demands a good set up of survey equipments, concrete testing equipments, structural
and transportation engineering lab equipments. But to our utter surprise, within no time, my
college established one of the best labs. Here I especially want to acknowledge efforts of Shri
Ravindra Gautam Sir who single handed laid the foundation stone of the department. Later our
HOD Shri R.P.Singh Sir joined and things started going very smoothly. College appointed two
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very experienced professors namely Shri R.N.Biswas and Shri Mahendra Prasad sir along with
two young teachers Mr. Yasir and Mr. Zargham Rizvi who gave the proper shape to the
department. These efforts paved way for strong building with optimum grade mix.
I reckon college days are the most memorable days of one’s life because you give shape to
your imagination in these days. You are full of energy, idealism, zeal and immaturity. These
are the things responsible for not to follow the paths already travelled but to take risks, do
something you really cherish.

My college days were full of fun and experiment. In first year, I was a sincere kid who visited
all the places of delhi and nearby thanks to a classmate Pawan who happen to be my best friend
now. Then comes the second year, we came in our department. Civil engineering was slowly
taking us into its grip. Simultaneously we started participating in extracurricular activities like
sports competitions, debates, poetry, projects, seminars and ofcourse parties. Actually these
things have a vast impact on my personality which I think benefited me in cracking Civil
Services examination thrice in a row. In response to the rigorous examination calender of the
college, we learnt how to perform well under pressure. Performing under pressure continuously
gives confidence to believe in your capabilities. Then it becomes your habit. And as great APJ
Abdul Kalam says-“You can’t change your future but you can change your habits and surely
your habits will change your future.” Third year was a difficult year because till this time, a
college student starts thinking about his future endeavours. It creates dilemma whether to
choose this path or the other one. I have to thank my professors who at that junctureguided us
how to approach the following years.

After six years of passing from the college, I still feel nostalgic about each and everything I
had in college days. D-Block and cricket field were two places I could be found if I am not
either in my classroom or in my hostel. Overall it’s an amazing place to be, to spend your
precious four years.

College days are closely related to my decision to pursue for civil services. During the
editorship of the college magazine Horizon, I felt ‘my horizon’ for public service expanded.
When I worked as the president of the Civil Engineering Students’ Union, I started developing
taste of public service.
Overall these events compelled me to keep questioning myself. It could happen because of the
conducive environment of my college. Actually you never know how many answers you will
need to find the path of life that you truly want to take. So keep questioning and keep working
on your answers. Best wishes to you all for your bright future. Go and fly your KITE as high
as you want because over there, sky is the limit.
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Name:- Mr. Anmol Kochhar
Batch:- Civil Engineering (2011-15)
Placed in: Executive Engineer, Municipal Corporation Gwalior, UADD, MP.

My journey in KIET from 2011-2015 was life changing phase of my life. Exposure of faculties
like RN Biswas sir and competitive environment helped me reach where I am today. Proud to
be a KIETIAN. The education I received at KIET has helped me a lot to first of all give me an
orientation of what I would like to do and secondly the practical approach providing me with
valuable information and helping me every day in my career. Now I’m confident to take up
challenges, and it’s all because of my excellent grooming here. I sincerely appreciate the
dedication of the management in student welfare and wish the college to be counted in the list
of top engineering college of the world.
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Name: Varsha Bisht
Batch: Civil Engineering (2008-12)
Placed in : Assistant Engineer (AE), Uttar Pradesh Irrigation and water resources department.

My four years at KIET have been excellent and memory to cherish for lifetime. The years spent
here were full of fun and learning with academics I couldn’t have been successful without. I
would like to thank the professors of civil engineering department and other faculty members
for all the efforts to groom us and make us successful in our professional workplace.
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Name: Abhinav Srivastava
Batch: Civil Engineering (2010-2014)
Placed in: Assistant Manager, Coal India Limited (Maharatna PSU)
“The secret of getting ahead is getting started”. I joined Civil Engineering Department of KIET
in the year 2010. Joining this college not only gave me a good exposure to academics through
series of practical sessions, field visits, industrial training and survey camps, but also to various
extracurricular activities which helped me enhancing my overall personal growth. The strong
academic curriculum, help and motivation received from the faculty helped me to move higher
in my academics carrer. After B.tech, I persued my postgraduation (M.tech) from IIT(BHU),
Varanasi (2014-16 batch). The knowledge and skills that I aquired at KIET helped me to excell
in my academics during my postgraduation. I got placed at Research & Development Wing of
Tata Steel, Jamshedpur as Researcher, having worked there for around two years (2016-2018),
I decided to move furthur and Joined Coal India Limited (Maharatna PSU under Ministry of
Coal) as Assistant Manager (2018-present).
Today as I step out I feel that all the learning and support that I received at KIET have provided
a direction to my proffessional growth. So, I would like to thank KIET for providing the best
infrastructure, faculty, cultural and educational facilities for its students to grow and become
better individual- A proud KIETian- Abhinav Srivastava (2010-2014).
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Name: Abhay Sharma
Batch: Civil Engineering (2008-12)
Placed in:

Assistant Executive Engineer (AEE), Rural Water Supply and Sanitation

Department, Government of Telangana.

KIET provided me with an educational opportunity and a marketability that is almost
unparalleled. The very challenging and highly structured curriculum provided me the strength
to face the upcoming challenges of my career and life too. A big thanks to KIET management
especially faculty of civil department for the the efforts they put in to shape my future.
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Name: Sarika Awasthi
Batch: Civil Engineering (2008-12)
Placed in: Assistant Engineer (AE), PWD, Uttar Pradesh.
The department focuses on development of an individual at all levels. The rich plethora of
faculties ensures our students to keep themselves at par with the premier institutes of the state.
Civil engineering department aims to nurture the efficiencies of our students and transform
them into the responsible and dedicated civil engineers of tomorrow.
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Name: - Rachit Gautam
Batch: - Civil Engineering department (2008-12)
Placed in: Assistant Engineer (AE), Uttar Pradesh Irrigation and Water Resources Department.

4 years down the lane was the fantastic experience in KIET .From the first year till last year
the college fraternity and management did exceptional job in grooming me for professional
workplace. I thank faculty of civil department for putting in all the efforts for making us future
warriors. To pursue engineering from KIET was the best decision I ever made. The wide
national and international exposure from the best faculty from and outside India from their
respective field not only enhanced my knowledge of engineering but made me future ready and
of course internship was a cherry on the cake. I realized I was really lucky to have studied from
KIET Group of institutions. When I got into job, the knowledge I was having was way too vast.
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Name: Aman Sharma
Batch: Civil Engineering (2010-14)
Placed in: WAPCOS Limited ( Mini Ratna PSU)
I joined KIET on 21st August 2010 and stepped out of college as Civil Engineering Graduate
in 2014. The education which I received in Civil engineering Department of KIET has enabled
me to combine my unique skill set, strong fundamentals in Civil engineering. Apart from being
actively involved in technical aspect during my graduation course I was equally involved in
various extra co-curricular activities throughout my college journey in KIET. I am also thankful
to the Civil Engineering Department which organized survey camp, Industrial Site Visits and
Trainings so that students can gain a good amount of Industrial Experience during the course.
I got placed in Chaitanya Project Consultancy during campus placements. However, I further
decided to continue my Master’s and after completing I started working in WAPCOS Limited
(Mini Ratna- PSU Under Ministry of Jal Shakti).
As it is said , “ Give a man a fish and you feed him for a day; teach a man to fish and you feed
him for a lifetime “ so I would like to thank KIET for providing the best infrastructural, cultural
and education facilities for its students to grow and become better individual- A proud
KIETian- Aman Sharma (2010-2014)
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Name:- Navendra Singh
Batch:- Civil Engineering (2008-12)
Placed in: Millitary Engineering Services (MES), Govt. of India

My journey at KIET has been full of excitement, challenges and learning. It was an
environment of great fun, where every day offered the chance to learn something new. At
KIET, the focus is on nurturing and enriching the young talents so that they are metamorphosed
into efficient and effective engineers. The motto of the college is to make its graduates
“industry ready”, and they admirable succeed in their task.
I believe that the experience and learning that I received at KIET will always guide me towards
success—in personal as well as professional matters. I found the environment at KIET focused
on developing a personality that can take on any challenge, while constantly moving forward.
The module design at of Department of Civil engineering KIET is in accordance with
requirements of industry, and is reputed for his high standard. On top of that, the curriculum is
delivered by dedicated, experienced faculty members who help the students attain a firm
foundation before they start their careers.
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Name: Bhupender Singh
Batch-: Civil Engineering (2012-16)
Placed in: Director, Maakrishna Meals Pvt. Ltd.
I am Bhupender Singh, Director of Maakrishna Metals Pvt. Ltd., a Manufacturing plant of
Aluminium Alloys Ingots. I had my most value addition 4 years of my life in KIET, this value
addition was possible just because of my Civil department faculty members and always
supporting KIET institution.
KIET is a place full of education, exploration, sports events and cultural events which shape in
such a way that today i’m able to manage a well reputed organization. Siddharth Jain sir was
always there for me in making my abilities into perfection and he was also there for other
students of my batch to help, support and appreciate in every aspect.
Today what i’m is because of my loving parents and excellent & magnificent KIET institution.
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Name: Mr. Abhishek Srivastava
Batch: Civil Engineering (2011-2015)
Placed in: Director, STARFUTURE CONSTRUCTION PVT. LTD
I graduated from KIET- CE dept. in 2015, from there , I took admission in IIT Madras through
BIS ( Build India Scholarship ). My main field of study was Construction Technology and
Management. I did internship on SIGNATURE BRIDGE DELHI during Btech and on
RAJAJIPURAM RAILWAY BRIDGE during M.Tech. After completing my Mtech I joined
L&T construction company and worked with them for almost two years. From L&T, I gained
a lot of experience. I worked on the India's 3rd largest Cable stay bridge, i.e., MANDAVI
RIVER CABLE STAY BRIDGE in Goa. I left L&T two years ago and now I have started my
own construction company with the name of STARFUTURE CONSTRUCTION PVT. LTD. I
want to thank my teachers and especially Siddharth Jain sir for helping me and guiding me to
achieve this mark.
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Name: Dhruv
Batch: Civil Engineering (2010-14)
Placed in: Sustainability Consultant at Ernst and Young

I started my college journey with KIET in 2010. I always had an inspiration to become a Civil
Engineer and KIET gave me the right platform for same. I got all the opportunities and facilities
at KIET, one would need to pursue their career path. Being an avid tennis player, I never
thought that I would find a great turf in college, but I was surprised to see the sports facilities
here. I graduated in 2014 with a degree in Civil Engineering and went on to do master’s in
environmental engineering from IIT Bombay.
Currently I work as a Sustainability Consultant at Ernst and Young. I am glad I could leverage
the opportunities and skills while being at KIET. It made me who I am today.
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Name: - Shubham Saxena
Batch: - Civil Engineering (2008-12)
Placed in: Apple Inc.

KIET civil engineering department guided me to tackle down boundaries and helped me bring
out best of my capabilities. I thank faculty of civil department and colleagues for putting in all
the efforts for making us future stars. From the first year till last year the college fraternity and
management did exceptional job in grooming me for professional workplace. KIET provided
me a platform due to which today I find myself a more confident person—personally as well
as professionally. At KIET, I learnt how to take decisions under all situations, which is
something that will definitely help me in the future. Study-wise, I consider KIET group of
Institutions as an institution that gives its students a practical outlook into the actual workings
of an organization.
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Name:- Abdul Rahman
Batch:- Civil Engineering (2013-17)
(M.Tech, NIT Warangal)

I am thankful to all my Teachers and Administration of KIET group of Institutions, whose
support were like parents in all the situation throughout my journey at KIET. Taking admission
in KIET was a perfect decision for me. KIET provides a great platform for learning. Also
helped me to develop a positive attitude towards my life & decision-making capacity in all
aspects of my career.
At KIET everything, which is possible is done to make the students life high-quality learning
focussed. The quality of the professors gives it a high academic level with their strong industry
experience and abilities. KIET Group of Institutions with its Department of civil engineering
provides you with the keys to success.
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Name:- Adarsh Singh
Batch:- Civil Engineering (2014-18)
(M.Tech , NIT Hamirpur)

The department of Civil Engineering at the KIET, Ghaziabad, is best among its various
counterpart in the NCR region. Affiliated to AKTU, department offers B.Tech. Program in
Civil Engineering. The department actively promotes curriculum development activities by
updating the existing course as per the current industrial scenario, and preparing resource
material for teaching. It ensures all-round development of its students through well-equipped
laboratories, imparting technical acumen along with theoretical knowledge. It organizes many
intra/inter college curricular/co-curricular activities and also encourages its student to
participate actively. Several faculty development programs are conducted by the department
understanding the role of faculties in student's educational and moral development.
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Name of Alumni: Pallavi Sharma
Branch: Civil Engineering (2016-20)
Company Name: Accenture
Description:
My journey in KIET from 2016-20 was life changing phase of my life. Exposure of faculties
like Sanjeev Singh Sir and competitive environment helped me reach where I am today. Proud
to be a KIETIAN. The education I received at KIET has helped me a lot to first of all give me
an orientation of what I would like to do and secondly the practical approach providing me
with valuable information and helping me every day in my career. Now I’m confident to take
up challenges, and it’s all because of my excellent grooming here. I sincerely appreciate the
dedication of the management in student welfare and wish the college to be counted in the list
of top engineering college of the world.
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Name of Alumni: Vibhor Singhal
Branch: Civil Engineering
Batch: 2016-20
Company Name: Singhal Construction
Description:
My journey at KIET has been full of excitement, challenges and learning. It was an
environment of great fun, where every day offered the chance to learn something new. At
KIET, the focus is on nurturing and enriching the young talents so that they are metamorphosed
into efficient and effective engineers. The motto of the college is to make its graduates
“industry ready”, and they admirable succeed in their task.
I believe that the experience and learning that I received at KIET will always guide me towards
success—in personal as well as professional matters. I found the environment at KIET focused
on developing a personality that can take on any challenge, while constantly moving forward.
The module design at of Department of Civil engineering KIET is in accordance with
requirements of industry, and is reputed for his high standard. On top of that, the curriculum is
delivered by dedicated, experienced faculty members who help the students attain a firm
foundation before they start their careers.
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Name of Alumni: Veronica Ratnesh
Branch: Civil Engineering
Batch: 2016-20
Company Name: WSP
Description:
4 years down the lane was the fantastic experience in KIET. From the first year till last year
the college fraternity and management did exceptional job in grooming me for professional
workplace. I thank faculty of civil department for putting in all the efforts for making us future
warriors.To pursue engineering from KIET was the best decision I ever made. The wide
national and international exposure from the best faculty from and outside India from their
respective field not only enhanced my knowledge of engineering but made me future ready and
of course internship was a cherry on the cake. I realized I was really lucky to have studied from
KIET Group of institutions. When I got into job, the knowledge I was having was way too vast.
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Name of Alumni: Mahi Munde
Branch: Civil Engineering
Batch: 2017-21
Company Name: Accenture
Description:
KIET civil engineering department guided me to tackle down boundaries and helped me bring
out best of my capabilities. I thank faculty of civil department and colleagues for putting in all
the efforts for making us future stars. From the first year till last year the college fraternity and
management did exceptional job in grooming me for professional workplace. KIET provided
me a platform due to which today I find myself a more confident person—personally as well
as professionally. At KIET, I learnt how to take decisions under all situations, which is
something that will definitely help me in the future. Study-wise, I consider KIET group of
Institutions as an institution that gives its students a practical outlook into the actual workings
of an organization.
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Name of Alumni: Bhavesh kumar Singh
Branch: Civil Engineering
Batch: 2017-21
Company Name: Cognizant
Description:
I am thankful to all my Teachers and Administration of KIET group of Institutions, whose
support were like parents in the entire situation throughout my journey at KIET. Taking
admission in KIET was a perfect decision for me. KIET provides a great platform for learning.
Also helped me to develop a positive attitude towards my life & decision-making capacity in
all aspects of my career.
At KIET everything, which is possible is done to make the students life high-quality learning
focussed. The quality of the professors gives it a high academic level with their strong industry
experience and abilities. KIET Group of Institutions with its Department of civil engineering
provides you with the keys to success.
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Testimonials Type: Alumni
Name of Alumni: Prakhar Kumar
Branch: Civil Engineering
Batch: 2017-21
Company Name: Dudhi industries
Description:
The department of Civil Engineering at the KIET, Ghaziabad, is best among its various
counterparts in the NCR region. Affiliated to AKTU, department offers B.Tech. Program in
Civil Engineering. The department actively promotes curriculum development activities by
updating the existing course as per the current industrial scenario, and preparing resource
material for teaching. It ensures all-round development of its students through well-equipped
laboratories, imparting technical acumen along with theoretical knowledge. It organizes many
intra/inter college curricular/co-curricular activities and also encourages its student to
participate actively. Several faculty development programs are conducted by the department
understanding the role of faculties in student's educational and moral development.
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